ShipLinx TMS

ShipLinx

ShipLinx 4
Small Parcel Compliant
Bill of Lading Module
Integrates with ERP/WMS
Cloud-Based
Premise-Based
Rating Engine/API
Native LTL Rating Engine
UI to Change Rates
Hosted All-Modes Rating Engine
Fuel Surcharge Updater
Carrier Transit Times
Integrates with Your Current TMS
Intelligent Invoice Management
Dashboard
Advanced Rate Modeling/Analytics
Auction Module Option
Mobile App
Supplier Portal Option
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Data Collection

Diagnostics

Integrated Shipping Intelligence

The RateLinx shipping solution has an approach
to logistics management unlike any other. The
foundation of the Enterprise Suite is built on data
collection. Only RateLinx connects order data,
shipment data and invoice data with our dynamic
Intelligent Invoice ManagementSM payment system.

ShipLinx TMS software is the
heart of the RateLinx Enterprise
Suite. Customized to your
preferences, our transportation
management system integrates
with any ERP/WMS. Processing
shipments is faster and less costly. Data collection
can include order number, customer ID, item
number or any data capture you find helpful.

Our Enterprise Suite stands apart from other
logistics solutions because all RateLinx software
and services are integrated together. When it’s
time for rate sourcing, the Rate Modeling Engine
and predictive analytics are unsurpassed. That’s
why we call it Integrated Shipping IntelligenceSM.

Planning and Execution
ShipLinx TMS plans the order and executes the
shipment for greater efficiency and savings. ShipLinx
and ShipLinx4 are available as technology only.
• Multi-carrier, multi-modal, multi-location
• Multiple rate bases
• Cloud- or premise-based
• Auction Module and Supplier Portal available
• 25 to 250,000 packages/day

Customized
Integrated
3 Datasets Combined Into 1
With Intelligent Invoice ManagementSM, data is
matched, cleansed, standardized and normalized.
Within 24 hours you have complete visibility to
transactions. Problems can be fixed immediately.
Strategy and execution can be fine-tuned before
errors add up, saving millions of dollars for
our customers.

Dashboard supply chain visibility
software is a suite of standard
reports, dynamic reports and
graphical KPIs. Customized with
your own goals and constraints,
it converts shipment and order data into actionable
intelligence.
In real-time, you’ll monitor logistic networks, see
optimization opportunities, track savings, measure
success, and answer the infamous question, “Why
are my freight costs up?” Real-time allows quicker
action for quicker savings.

To get started, RateLinx shows the potential
savings with current carriers. We look beyond
the common rate base to create individualized,
custom bid packages. Any particular benchmarks
can be added such as by location, direction, shipto customer or product type and put back into the
engine to rerate selected carriers.

Actionable intelligence removes
risk for carriers and shippers;
significantly reduces freight costs.

